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Popular Plans & Pricing for Linux Hosting with cPanel
turbocloudhosting.com/cpanel-hosting

Manage your website without the technicalities. Get access to all of cPanel’s features in one

easy-to-use hub.

You don’t need to be an expert to navigate cPanel. Linux hosting with cPanel is user-friendly

platform and lets you manage your website efficiently, whether it’s to create email accounts,

monitor activity, install applications, transfer files, and much more. No wonder why it’s one

of the most preferred control panels out there.

Starter Linux Hosting with cPanel

cPanel Hosting that’s easy, reliable and lightning-fast.

1 website

30 GB storage

Unmetered bandwidth*

$2.49 / per month

Economy Linux Hosting with cPanel

cPanel Hosting that’s easy, reliable and lightning-fast.

1 website

100 GB space

Unlimited bandwidth*

100 email accounts**

10 MySQL databases (1 GB ea.)

**Email account storage is limited to 100 email accounts with 100 MB of total storage.

$7.99 / per month

Deluxe Linux Hosting with cPanel

cPanel Hosting that’s easy, reliable and lightning-fast.

Unlimited websites

Unlimited space

Unlimited bandwidth*

500 email accounts**

25 MySQL databases (1 GB ea.)

**Email account storage is limited to 500 email accounts with 500 MB of total storage.

$10.99 / per month

Ultimate Linux Hosting with cPanel

cPanel Hosting that’s easy, reliable and lightning-fast.

Unlimited websites

https://turbocloudhosting.com/cpanel-hosting/
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Unlimited space

Unlimited bandwidth*

1000 email accounts**

Unlimited MySQL databases (1 GB ea.)

2X Processing power & memory (available for Linux/cPanel only)

Premium DNS

1-year SSL certificate to secure customer data and increase search rankings. Included

with annual plans only.***

**Email account storage is limited to 1000 email accounts with 1 GB of total storage. ***After the initial free year,

the certificate will automatically renew at the then-current price until canceled. You can cancel your automatic

renewal certificate at any time.

$16.99 / per month

Need some help choosing or have other questions?

Call us, we’re here for you. 24/7 Sales & Support (480) 624 2500 (United States)

Why Choose Turbo Cloud for Linux Hosting?

With Turbo Cloud Hosting, you can choose a domain name that helps your brand stand out.

Whether you’re an entrepreneur or a food blogger, we’ve got you covered. Our Linux hosting

with cPanel options can be tailored to your specific requirements, allowing you to enjoy

quality features at an affordable cost. Our easy-to-use website builder lets you have a site

that’s ready to go within minutes.

As your website grows, you will have several options to expand your Linux hosting cPanel

plan with Turbo Cloud Hosting. Each plan comes with unique bandwidth allocations, disk

space, and much more. Furthermore, Turbo Cloud Hosting offers 24/7 support to ensure that

your website is always running smoothly.

Shared Linux Hosting

Manage your website’s performance with an easy-to-use control panel, ensuring peak

performance at all times.

At Turbo Cloud Hosting, we offer a variety of web hosting plans at the best prices, as well as

premium domain names that suit your needs. We can help you build the website of your

dreams.

Powering your website

Websites hosted by Turbo Cloud Hosting are guaranteed a multi-server environment that

enhances resource monitoring, improves server performance, provides better security, and

much more. We give your website the horsepower that it needs to handle more traffic as it

tel:4806242500
https://turbocloudhosting.com/web-hosting-working-procedure/
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reaches wider audiences.

Who Should Buy Our Linux Hosting Plans?

Turbo Cloud Hosting’s shared hosting is ideal for bloggers and small-to-medium-sized

businesses. If you’re thinking about launching an online store or personal website/blog, you

can benefit from this type of web hosting. Shared hosting plans are generally the most

economical option, especially if you’re still in the early stages of business.

Reliable cPanel hosting

At Turbo Cloud Hosting, we keep your website running at peak efficiency, regardless of

sudden spikes in traffic. We rely on load balancing and auto-adjusting bandwidth to maintain

excellent performance and unparalleled security.

Load balancing distributes network traffic across servers which are capable of

receiving them. This ensures that no server goes down, as traffic is immediately

redirected to available online servers.

Auto-adjusting bandwidth automatically adjusts your website’s bandwidth so that

it can transfer greater amounts of data as needed. Bandwidth differs from site to site,

but with Turbo Cloud Hosting’s plans, you get unlimited bandwidth whatever your

website’s needs are.

Website security guarantees that your website and its visitors are never vulnerable.

We closely monitor Internet activity, preventing malicious attacks before they can

infect your website.

World-class infrastructure

Turbo Cloud Hosting guarantees all of its clients world-class infrastructure, from state-of-

the-art security to 24/7 support staff. We leverage the following to help keep your website

running:

Multiple data centers

Multiple upstream providers

DWDM & Ethernet backbone network at 20 GB/s

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) peering

Redundant Uninterruptible Power Systems (UPS) systems with AC line

Fire detection and alarm systems

Several power paths and back-up generators

Cutting-edge monitoring system for servers and networks

Advanced security technology

24/7 on-site support staff

Eco-friendly features

https://turbocloudhosting.com/shared-hosting-vs-dedicated-hosting/
https://turbocloudhosting.com/bandwidth-in-web-hosting/
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Eco-friendly refrigerant for all water chillers

EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) – approved back-up generators

Environmentally friendly products for office sanitation

Top-rated equipment for severs, routers, and firewalls to guarantee 99.90% uptime

Network redundancy

24/7 security systems to guarantee network protection

Email scanning for malware detection

Backup and disaster recovery plans

Industry-standard backup solutions including incremental backups

Off-site data protection (cloud backup)

Host-based cyber defense systems

 

 


